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We have been dealing with NHS trusts for many years and understand their specific
requirements.
We carry out the following:
 KEY CUTTING:
At Dennis Security we can cut a wide range of keys, We have the latest computer
controlled key cutting machines for cutting cylinder, cabinet, CD, mortice and Safe
keys.
 MASTER SUITES:
We can design Master Suites to suit individual needs, which means each room can
have its own individual key and a Master key will fit them all.
 LOCKS:
We stock a full range of products ranging from a basic rim Nightlatch to high security
locking systems.
We supply and fit locks to Wooden, Metal and UPVC windows and doors as well as
Digital Locks, locks for CD cupboards and filing cabinets.
 PANIC HARDWARE FOR FIRE EXITS:
We can supply and install various locking systems for fire exit doors, it is a legal
requirement that you have the correct panic hardware fitted depending on who uses the
building:
Members of the public and Staff: Exit hardware needs to conform to EN1125 this is
so that untrained users can escape from the building in an emergency with no prior
training on how to operate the exit door.
Staff only: Exit hardware needs to conform to EN179 this is for trained users who
know how to operate the exit door.
 SAFES:
In our showroom we keep an extensive range of safes, from a small home safe to a
commercially graded model.
We stock safes with a deposit facility so that staff can securely store money without
the need for them to hold a key.
Some safes also have the added advantage of fire protection.
Fire protection wallets are also available, if you wish to put these into a non fire
protected safe.
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 ACCESS CONTROL:
Access control can also offer flexible control over users’ access rights. For example,
all staff can gain access through the main door of a building, but access to internal
areas may be restricted to those who have a specific need to be there. Access may also
be restricted by time, only granting access to particular users at certain times of day or
night.
 ENTRY PHONE SYSTEMS:
There are 2 types of system, audio and video, audio meaning that you can
communicate by speech and video where you can view the person you are talking too.
These range from a single call button on an external call station linked to a internal
handset to a multi button call station with a keypad linked to numerous handsets.
These handsets are also able to release the door if required. Each installation is
individual to our customers requirements.
Entry phones can be interfaced with access control systems. We are also able to install
GSM entry phone systems where running cables is not always possible, thus allowing
the visitor to call any predetermined phone number from the gate, which then will
allow the phone user to open the gate remotely.
 CCTV:
CCTV has multiple uses from a single camera to multiple cameras to cover
playgrounds, car parks, entrances and internal areas.
Images are recorded on to a DVR hard drive which allows you view them at the
machine or remotely via a PC.
As each clients requirements are specific to them, we find that it is more beneficial for
you to contact us and speak directly to an engineer who can discuss your individual
needs, propose a specification and quote.
 GATES, GRILLES AND RAILINGS
All gates and grilles are designed and made to measure.
Collapsible Gates: These are concertina gates that fit inside the window, patio or
door. They are fitted with locks but can be opened when the building is occupied.
These are made from a high grade steel ideal for high security applications and can
have automatic locking deadlocks or high security hook locks.
Hinged Bar Gate: These are fitted in front of your main entrance door, rear doors or
side ally ways. There are multiple locking options available to suit your individual
application and are made from high grade steel.
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Vehicle Entrance Gates: These can be either Wooden or Steel, are all made with
your individual aesthetics in mind and can be either manual opening or automated.
These can also be integrated with Access Control, entry phone systems and CCTV.
Mesh Grilles: These are normally fitted internally to windows and vision panels on
doors. They can be made on flat or angled frames and be screw or bolt fix. They can
be made with various styles of mesh infill.
Bar Grilles: These are normally fitted internally or externally to windows to offer a
higher degree of security. They are made from square or round bar and can be made
on various styles of frames and stand off’s. These would be bolted due to the extra
weight.
Railings: These can be fitted on walls, balconies and steps. They are bespoke made to
our clients individual needs.
All steel work can be powder coated to any RAL or BS number.
 BARRIERS & PARKING POSTS:
Barriers:
These are usually installed to car parks and areas where automatic gates are not
suitable. They control vehicles but not pedestrians.
They can be manual or electric and interfaced with a access control system.
Parking Posts:
These are used for reserving parking bays in commercial and residential applications
and can be either removable, drop down or fold down. They can either have an
integral lock or padlock.
 DOOR AND GATE AUTOMATION:
We can offer a range of automation:
 Automate an existing opening/sliding door
 Automate an existing wooden or metal gate.
 Power assist doors with press to enter/exit or sensor to allow easy access for
wheelchairs, pushchairs, hospital trolleys and to comply with DDA regulations.
 New doors and gates can be made to specification and be fully automated to suit
your needs.
We can manufacture and install bespoke made doors and gates to your own
requirements and design.
Regulations and testing:
Doors: Installations need to conform to BS7036, which is a regulation for safety
standards.
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Gates: New and existing installations must conform to EN 12445 and EN 12453, these
are legal requirements that protect again personal injury.
It is also a legal requirement that gates are maintained regularly depending on the
frequent of use.
We also offer steel security doors, Roller shutters and ram raid protection
Please view our products and services pages for more detail.
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